All About
Fairies

wat e r f a i r i e s
Continuing our exploration into fairies of the natural
world, we move to the much less changeable but far
more curious water fairies. We say “curious” because
because they tend to behave in a very consistent,
steady manner … until provoked.

n ym p h s
nixies
undines

waves or intense flooding. Water can be very
dangerous — and it is the same water that
moments before was sitting peacefully and
Water fairies are like water — they tend to seek calmly before you. This dichotomy is key with
their own level. Imagine a lake: placid, deep, water fairies.
full of abundance, contained. This is the most
common gesture attributed to water fairies —
Se e i n g Wa te r Fa i r i e s i n Your
they are satisfied and calm.

Ch aracte ri sti cs o f Wa te r
Fairies

This is apparent in the growth cycle of a plant
where the water fairies influence the rhythmic
up and down nature of the stem, bringing
water and nutrients up from the roots and into
the leaves and flowers and fruits. Steady and
dependable. Simple. No nonsense.
And all of this would indeed remain steady and
calm, were it not for a very important quality
in water fairies: they are capable of great
drama when provoked. Think of all the stories
of the water nixies sinking ships and capturing
sea captains. Now think of sea surges or tidal
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Children

Think about snack time and your child is
savoring every bite of that apple or buttered
toast. That kind of presence and calmness and
satisfaction is the home of the water fairies.
Conversely, the hesitance to move or hurry or
get going is also a sign that water fairies are at
work. They like to stay in their pond. So keep
your eyes open for when your children “seek
their own level” and be prepared for moments
that those water fairies are provoked …
because a tidal wave might be coming.
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